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SUMMARY

Cis-regulatory elements (CREs) are commonly recognized by correlative chromatin features, yet the
molecular composition of the vast majority of CREs
in chromatin remains unknown. Here, we describe
a CRISPR affinity purification in situ of regulatory
elements (CAPTURE) approach to unbiasedly identify locus-specific chromatin-regulating protein complexes and long-range DNA interactions. Using an
in vivo biotinylated nuclease-deficient Cas9 protein
and sequence-specific guide RNAs, we show highresolution and selective isolation of chromatin interactions at a single-copy genomic locus. Purification of human telomeres using CAPTURE identifies
known and new telomeric factors. In situ capture of
individual constituents of the enhancer cluster controlling human b-globin genes establishes evidence
for composition-based hierarchical organization.
Furthermore, unbiased analysis of chromatin interactions at disease-associated cis-elements and
developmentally regulated super-enhancers reveals
spatial features that causally control gene transcription. Thus, comprehensive and unbiased analysis of locus-specific regulatory composition provides mechanistic insight into genome structure and
function in development and disease.
INTRODUCTION
Temporal and tissue-specific gene expression depends on cisregulatory elements (CREs) and associated trans-acting factors.
1028 Cell 170, 1028–1043, August 24, 2017 ª 2017 Elsevier Inc.

In contrast to protein-coding genes, our understanding of cisregulatory DNA is very limited. Analyses of the human epigenome have revealed more than one million DNase I hypersensitive sites (DHS), many of which act as transcriptional enhancers
(Thurman et al., 2012); however, the regulatory composition of
the vast majority of these elements remain unknown, largely
due to the limitations of the technologies previously employed
to study CREs.
Cis-regulatory DNA is bound and interpreted by protein and
RNA complexes and is organized as a 3D structure through
long-range chromatin interactions. Identifying the complete
composition of a specific CRE in situ can provide unprecedented insight into the mechanisms regulating its activity. However, purifying a small chromatin segment from the cellular
milieu represents a major challenge—the protein complexes
isolated with the targeted chromatin constitute only a small
fraction of the co-purified proteins, most of which are nonspecific associations. As such, major challenges have limited
the application of existing approaches in purifying a specific
genomic locus. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays
have provided crucial insights into the genome-wide distribution of TFs and histone marks, but it relies on a priori identification of molecular targets and is confined to examining single
TFs. Targeted purification of genomic loci with engineered
binding sites has been employed to identify single locus-associated proteins, yet it requires knockin gene targeting, which
remains inefficient. DNA sequence-specific molecules such
as locked nucleic acids (LNAs) (Déjardin and Kingston, 2009)
and transcription activator-like (TAL) proteins (Fujita et al.,
2013) have been used to enrich large chromatin structures,
but these approaches do not enrich for a single genomic locus
and cannot be adapted for multiplexed applications. The development of the CRISPR system containing an inactive Cas9
nuclease facilitated sequence-specific enrichment of native
genomic regions (Fujita and Fujii, 2013; Waldrip et al., 2014);
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(A) Schematic of dCas9-mediated capture of
chromatin interactions.
(B) The three components of the CAPTURE system: a FB-dCas9, a biotin ligase BirA, and targetspecific sgRNAs.
(C) Schematic of dCas9-mediated capture of human telomeres.
(D) Labeling of human telomeres in MCF7 cells.
Scale bar, 5 mm.
(E) qPCR analysis shows significant enrichment of
telomere DNA. Results are mean ± SEM of three
experiments and analyzed by two-tailed t test.
**p < 0.01.
(F) Western blot shows enrichment of TERF2 in
sgTelomere-expressing but not control K562 cells
with dCas9 alone (no sgRNA) or the non-targeting
sgGal4.
(G) iTRAQ-based proteomic analysis of telomereassociated proteins. Representative proteins and
the mean iTRAQ ratios are shown.
See also Table S3.

ture has the potential to uncover the
causal relationship between organizational structure and transcriptional function in a mammalian genome.
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In Situ Capture of Chromatin
Interactions by dCas9-Mediated
Affinity Purification
Telomere
Maintenance
To facilitate the analysis of native CREs,
we developed a method to isolate chroDNA
Damage
matin interactions in situ (Figure 1A).
Repair
The core components of CRISPR include
Cell Cycle
Cas9 and a single guide RNA (sgRNA),
which serves to direct Cas9 to a target
Chromatin
genomic sequence (Cong et al., 2013;
Mali et al., 2013). We engineered an
N-terminal FLAG and biotin-acceptorsite (FB)-tagged deactivated Cas9 (dCas9) (Figure 1B). Upon
in vivo biotinylation of dCas9 by the biotin ligase BirA together
with sequence-specific sgRNAs in mammalian cells, the
genomic locus-associated macromolecules are isolated by
high-affinity streptavidin purification. The purified protein,
RNA, and DNA complexes are identified and analyzed
by mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics and highthroughput sequencing for study of native CRE-regulating proteins, RNA, and long-range DNA interactions, respectively
(Figure 1A).
This approach has several advantages:

Protein Ratio
APEX1
5.33
POT1
1.99
TERF2
4.37
TERF2IP 2.09
MSH2
9.62
RAD50
2.39
TP53BP1 1.57
1.89
CDC73
2.22
MCM5
PRIM1 10.28
10.74
ATRX
CBX5
2.31

however, these studies were limited to antibody-based purification, whereas the genome-scale specificity and the utility in
identifying the cis- and trans-regulatory components were not
evaluated.
Here, we developed an approach to isolate CRE-regulating
proteins and long-range DNA interactions by repurposing the
CRISPR/Cas9 system. Using human telomeres, b-globin cluster,
and embryonic stem cell (ESC) super-enhancers (SEs), we
identified trans-acting proteins at a single genomic locus. By
combining dCas9 capture with chromatin interaction assays,
we revealed locus-specific DNA interactions critical for regulatory function. In situ capture of SE constituents and diseaseassociated cis-elements provides insight into compositionbased hierarchical regulation. Hence, the unbiased analysis
of CRE-regulating proteome and 3D interactome by in situ cap-

Function

(1) High sensitivity—the affinity between biotin and streptavidin with Kd = 1014 mol/L is >1,000-fold higher than antibody-mediated interactions (Kim et al., 2009a; Schatz,
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Figure 2. Biotinylated dCas9-Mediated Capture of the b-Globin Cluster
(A) Schematic of CAPTURE-ChIP-seq.
(B) Density maps are shown for CAPTURE-ChIP-seq at the b-globin cluster (chr11:5,222,500–5,323,700; hg19) in K562 cells, together with DHS and H3K27ac
ChIP-seq profiles. Two independent sgRNAs (sg1 and sg2) or replicate experiments (rep1 and rep2) are shown. Cells expressing dCas9 only (no sgRNA) or dCas9
with sgGal4 were analyzed as controls.
(C) Genome-wide analysis of dCas9 binding in cells expressing two sgRNAs (sg1 and sg2) for HS2 or HBG. Data points for the sgRNA target regions
and the predicted off targets are shown as green, red, and orange, respectively. The x and y axis denote the mean normalized read counts from N = 2 to 5
CAPTURE-ChIP-seq experiments.

(legend continued on next page)
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1993), thus allowing for more efficient and stable capture
of protein-DNA complexes.
(2) High specificity—this approach avoids using antibodies, which significantly reduces non-specific binding.
In addition, the extraordinary stability of biotin-streptavidin allows for stringent purification to eliminate protein
contamination.
(3) Adaptability for multiplexed approaches—the dCas9/
sgRNA system can be manipulated by altering sgRNA
sequences or combinations, thus allowing for mediumto high-throughput analysis of chromatin interactions.
Taken together, this new approach, which we named
CAPTURE (CRISPR affinity purification in situ of regulatory elements), has the potential to expedite the analysis of chromatintemplated events by characterizing the entire set of interacting
macromolecules and how composition changes during cellular
differentiation.
In Situ CAPTURE of Human Telomeres
As a proof-of-principle, we used CAPTURE to isolate human
telomeres in K562 cells (Figure 1C). We employed a validated
telomere-targeting sgRNA (sgTelomere; Figure 1C) (Chen
et al., 2013), which displayed specific labeling of telomeres by
the dCas9-EGFP fusion protein, in contrast to the diffuse nucleolar localization of the non-targeting dCas9-EGFP (Figure 1D).
Upon stable co-expression of sgTelomere and biotinylated
dCas9, we observed significant enrichment of telomeric DNA
(Figure 1E). The known telomere-associated protein TERF2
was highly enriched in sgTelomere-expressing samples but
not in control samples expressing dCas9 alone (no sgRNA) or
the non-targeting sgGal4 (Figure 1F). Most importantly, by
iTRAQ-based proteomics, we identified many known telomere
maintenance proteins (Déjardin and Kingston, 2009; Lewis and
Wuttke, 2012) and new telomere-associated proteins (Figure 1G;
Table S3).
In Situ CAPTURE of b-Globin Cluster
To validate the CAPTURE approach for identifying single copy
CREs, we focused on the human b-globin cluster containing
five b-like globin genes controlled by a shared enhancer cluster
(locus control region [LCR]) with five discrete DHS (HS1–HS5).
We designed two or three independent sgRNAs for each promoter (HBG1, HBG2, and HBB), enhancer (HS1–HS4), or insulator (HS5) (Tables S1 and S2). Upon co-expression of sgRNAs
and dCas9, K562 chromatin was cross-linked and purified, followed by sequencing of the captured DNA (CAPTURE-ChIPseq; Figure 2A). We observed specific and significant enrichment
of discrete sgRNA-targeted regions (Figure 2B). For example,
expression of two sgRNAs for HS1 (sgHS1-sg1 and sg2) led to
significant enrichment of HS1 but no other enhancers. Because

of the sequence similarity between HBG1 and HBG2, the
sgRNAs targeting HBG promoters (sgHBG-sg1 and sg2) do
not distinguish the two genes. Consistently, co-expression of
sgHBG and dCas9 resulted in significant enrichment of both
HBG genes. In contrast, binding of dCas9 to b-globin cluster
was undetectable when expressed alone (no sgRNA) or with
the non-targeting sgGal4. Importantly, co-expression of five
sgRNAs (sgHS1–5) led to simultaneous capture of all five LCR
enhancers, demonstrating that the CAPTURE system can be
adapted for multiplexed analysis of independent CREs. Furthermore, by comparing ChIP-seq intensity using two or three independent sgRNAs, we observed highly specific enrichment of
each captured region with minimal off targets (Figures 2C and
S1D). Given the consistent performance, hereafter we focus on
one sgRNA (sg1; Table S2) for each region unless otherwise
specified.
Genome-wide Enrichment and Specificity of CAPTURE
To identify locus-specific interactions, it is critical to evaluate the
on-target enrichment and off-target effects. We first compared
CAPTURE-ChIP-seq with dCas9 or FLAG antibody-based
ChIP-seq using sgHS2 and sgHBG, and we observed significantly higher binding intensity by CAPTURE-ChIP-seq (Figure S1A; Table S1). Among the top 100 peaks by sgHS2,
CAPTURE-ChIP-seq led to 18- or 284-fold on-target enrichment
compared to dCas9 or FLAG-based ChIP-seq, respectively
(Figure S1B). At the global scale, CAPTURE-ChIP-seq resulted
in highly specific enrichment of HS2 or HBG with many fewer
off targets than antibody-based ChIP-seq (Figure S1C). These
results provide evidence that the CAPTURE approach allows
for more efficient purification of targeted chromatin through
improved on-target enrichment and elimination of potential off
targets.
We next assessed the genome-wide specificity by comparing
dCas9 binding in cells expressing target-specific sgRNAs or
sgGal4. Specifically, recruitment of dCas9 by sgHS2 resulted
in highly specific enrichment of HS2 with no additional significant
dCas9 binding (Figure 2D). Similarly, recruitment of dCas9 by
sgHBG led to specific enrichment of HBG1 and HBG2, whereas
none of the predicted off targets were significantly enriched (Figure 2E). Moreover, multiplexed capture by sgHS1–5 resulted in
identification of LCR enhancers as the top enriched binding sites
(Figure 2F). Similar results were obtained with 12 other sgRNAs
(Figures S1D and S1E; Table S1). RNA-seq in target-specific
sgRNAs, sgGal4, and wild-type (WT) K562 cells revealed minimal
transcriptomic changes (Figures 2G and S1F). The expression of
b-globin mRNAs remained unchanged (Figure S1G), suggesting
that the dCas9 capture did not interfere with the expression of
endogenous genes. Together, these analyses establish that the
CAPTURE system is highly specific to target loci and can be
used to isolate locus-specific regulatory components.

(D–F) Genome-wide differential analysis of dCas9 binding in cells expressing sgHS2, sgHBG, or sgHS1–5 versus sgGal4. Data points for the sgRNA target regions
and the predicted off targets are shown as green and red, respectively. N = 5, 4, 6, and 4 CAPTURE-ChIP-seq experiments for sgHS2, sgHBG, sgHS1–5 and
sgGal4, respectively.
(G) RNA-seq analysis was performed in cells expressing dCas9 with sgHS2, sgHBG, sgHS1–5, sgGal4, or WT K562 cells. The Pearson correlation coefficient
(R) value is shown.
See also Figure S1 and Tables S1 and S2.
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Figure 3. CAPTURE-Proteomics Identify b-Globin CRE-Associated Protein Complexes
(A) Schematic of CAPTURE-Proteomics.
(B) Western blot analysis of captured proteins in sgHS1–5 or sgGal4-expressing K562 cells.
(C) Schematic of the b-globin cluster and sgRNAs used for CAPTURE-Proteomics.
(D) CAPTURE-Proteomics identified b-globin CRE-associated proteins. Volcano plots are shown for the iTRAQ proteomics of purifications in sgHS2, sgHBG, or
sgHBB versus sgGal4-expressing cells. Relative protein levels in target-specific sgRNAs versus sgGal4 are plotted on the x axis as mean log2 iTRAQ ratios
across N replicate experiments. Negative log10 transformed P values are plotted on the y axis. Significantly enriched proteins (p % 0.05, iTRAQ ratio R 1.5) are
denoted by black dots, all others by gray dots. Dotted lines indicate 1.5-fold ratio (x axis) and P value of 0.05 (y axis). Representative chromatin-regulating proteins
are denoted by red arrowheads. Representative proteins with iTRAQ ratio R 1.5 and p > 0.05 are denoted by blue arrowheads.
(E) Connectivity network of CAPTURE-Proteomics-identified proteins converged by b-globin CREs. The connectivity was built using interactions (gray lines)
between proteins and CREs. Colored nodes denote proteins enriched at single or multiple CREs. Size of the circles denotes the frequency of interactions. Inset
tables show the lists of representative proteins associated with the b-globin promoters (red), enhancers (blue), or both (green).
See also Figures S2 and S3 and Table S4.

CAPTURE-Proteomics Identify Trans-acting Regulators
of b-Globin Genes
A major challenge for proteomic analysis of a single genomic
locus is the need for a sufficient amount of purified proteins.
Hence, we optimized several components of the procedures
including protein purification, peptide isolation, and quantitative
proteomic profiling, and we developed the ‘‘CAPTURE-Prote-
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omics’’ approach to identify locus-specific protein complexes
(Figures 3A and S2A). We first performed purification in control
cell lines to categorize the endogenous biotinylated proteins
and/or dCas9-associated non-specific proteins (Figure S2B).
Specifically, we identified proteins purified from K562 cells
expressing BirA only, BirA with dCas9, BirA with dCas9 and
sgGal4, and BirA with dCas9 and b-globin CRE-specific sgRNAs

Figure 4. CAPTURE-Proteomics Identify Known and New Regulators of b-Globin Genes and Erythroid Enhancers
(A) ChIP-seq analysis of the identified regulators in K562 cells.
(B) RNAi screen of the identified regulators in human primary erythroid cells. Data are plotted as log2(fold change) of the b-globin mRNA in each shRNA
experiment relative to the non-targeting shNT control. Genes are ranked based on the changes in HBE1, HBG, or HBB expression. shRNAs against BCL11A and
KLF1 were analyzed as controls. Results are mean ± SEM of all shRNAs for each gene from four experiments.

(legend continued on next page)
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in which the endogenous b-globin cluster was deleted (BirAdCas9-sgAll-Globin-KO; Method Details). Compiled from three
experiments, we identified 304–468 proteins from individual
controls, including 277 ‘‘high-confidence non-specific proteins’’
present in all controls (Figure S2B; Table S4).
We next determined whether known b-globin regulators can
be isolated. Co-expression of dCas9 with sgHS1–5 led to significant enrichment of the erythroid TFs (GATA1 and TAL1) required
for globin enhancers, together with RNA polymerase II (RNAPII)
and acetylated H3K27 (H3K27ac) (Figure 3B). We then performed iTRAQ-based quantitative proteomics of captured
b-globin CREs (Figure 3C). Relative protein abundance associated with the captured CRE versus sgGal4 was determined by
the ratio of the iTRAQ reporter ion intensity. The significance of
enrichment (P value) for each protein was calculated by t test
of the log2 iTRAQ ratios in replicate experiments. We surveyed
the distribution of high-confidence non-specific proteins in all
experiments and observed that 78.3% and 79.8% of them had
iTRAQ ratio < 1.5 and P value > 0.05 (Figure S2C). Therefore,
we employed the iTRAQ ratio R 1.5 and P value % 0.05 as the
cutoffs and identified 25–164 candidate locus-specific proteins
(Figures 3D, S2D, and S2E; Table S4).
Using CAPTURE-Proteomics, we identified many known factors including GATA1, TAL1, NFE2, components of the SWI/
SNF (ARID1A, ARID1B, SMARCA4, and SMARCC1), and
NuRD (CHD4, RBBP4, RBBP7, HDAC1, and HDAC2) complexes (Kim et al., 2009b; Miccio and Blobel, 2010; Xu et al.,
2013) at b-globin CREs. More importantly, by locus-specific
proteomics, we identified new b-globin CRE-associated complexes including the nucleoporins (NUP98, NUP153, and
NUP214), components of the large multiprotein nuclear pore
complexes (NPCs), at LCR enhancers (Figures 3D and 3E). In
addition, BRD4 and LDB1 were identified at LCR enhancers,
whereas the NuA4 acetyltransferase (EP400) and transcriptional initiation complex (GTF2H1) were found at b-globin
promoters. Furthermore, we observed that the HBG and HBB
promoters shared many interacting proteins and clustered
closely in protein-DNA connectivity networks (Figure 3E, S3A,
and S3B). By contrast, the distal enhancers (HS1, HS3, and
HS4) clustered together to form a distinct subdomain through
enhancer-associated proteins, whereas HS2 shared interacting
proteins with both subdomains. These analyses provide initial
evidence for the composition-based hierarchical organization
of the b-globin CREs.
Identification of New Regulators of b-Globin Genes and
Erythroid Enhancers
We validated the binding of a subset of the identified proteins
in K562 cells by ChIP-seq (Figure 4A; Table S1). Importantly,

among the factors not previously implicated in b-globin
regulation, we confirmed the nucleoporins (NUP98 and
NUP153), STAT proteins (STAT1 and STAT5A), TBL1XR1,
HCFC1, TRIM28/KAP1, WHSC1/NSD2, and ZBTB33/KAISO
to be significantly enriched at one or multiple LCR enhancers
by CAPTURE-Proteomics and ChIP-seq. To establish the
functional roles, we performed RNAi-mediated loss-of-function analysis in human primary erythroid cells (Figures 4B,
S3G, and S3H; Table S2). Specifically, depletion of 17 of
27 factors led to significant upregulation or downregulation
of HBG (R2-fold; Figure 4B). Similarly, depletion of 15 or
11 of 27 factors led to significant changes in HBB or
HBE1 (R2-fold), respectively. Notably, depletion of NUP98,
NUP153, and NUP214 led to marked downregulation of HBG
(2.8- to 7.3-fold) and HBB (3.3- to 5.6-fold), suggesting that
the NUP proteins are directly or indirectly required for the activation of b-globin genes.
The peripheral NUPs, including NUP98, NUP153, and
NUP214, extend from the membrane-embedded NPC scaffold
to regulate nuclear trafficking. While a few NUPs were found to
be associated with transcriptionally active genes or regulatory
elements (Capelson et al., 2010; Ibarra et al., 2016; Kalverda
et al., 2010), their roles in erythroid enhancers remained unknown. Hence, we performed NUP98 and NUP153 ChIP-seq
in K562 cells and identified 5,283 and 4,996 binding sites in
gene-proximal promoters and distal elements (Figure 4C).
Notably, NUP98 and NUP153 binding sites are highly enriched
at erythroid SEs (Figures 4D and 4E), associated with gene activation (Figure 4F), nucleosome organization, and DNA packaging (Figure 4G), highlighting their potential roles in regulating
chromatin organization and/or enhancer activities. Moreover,
NUP98/NUP153 binding sites are enriched for motifs associated with hematopoietic TFs, chromatin factors, and homeobox
proteins (Figure 4H), suggesting that NUPs may cooperate with
lineage TFs and chromatin regulators in gene transcription.
Another identified protein BRD4 binds acetylated histones
and plays a critical role in chromatin regulation. Inhibition of
BRD4 by a small molecule JQ1 abrogates its function (Filippakopoulos et al., 2010). BRD4 and related BET proteins (BRD2
and BRD3) are required for globin gene transcription in mouse
erythroid cells (Stonestrom et al., 2015). Consistently, inhibition
of BET proteins by JQ1 in human erythroid cells significantly
decreased b-globin mRNAs and BRD4 occupancy without
apparent effects on erythroid differentiation (Figures S3C–
S3F). Together, these results not only establish new regulators
of b-globin enhancers but demonstrate the potential of the
CAPTURE approach for unambiguous identification of protein
complexes specifically associated with a single genomic locus,
such as an enhancer, in situ.

(C) Genome-wide distribution of NUP98 and NUP153 ChIP-seq peaks in promoters (2 kb–1 kb of TSS), exons, intragenic and intergenic regions.
(D) NUP98 and NUP153 associate with erythroid SEs. SEs were identified by ROSE (Whyte et al., 2013) using the H3K27ac ChIP-seq signal.
(E) Representative SE loci co-occupied by NUP98 and NUP153. DHS, ChIP-seq, and chromatin state (ChromHMM) data are shown. Red bars denote the
annotated SEs.
(F) NUP98- and NUP153-associated genes show significantly higher mRNA expression. Boxes show median of the data and quartiles, and whiskers extend to
1.53 of the interquartile range. P values were calculated by a two-side t test.
(G) Enriched gene ontology (GO) terms associated with NUP98- or NUP153-occupied regions.
(H) Motif analysis of NUP98 or NUP153 binding sites.
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Capture of Long-Range DNA Interactions by
Biotinylated dCas9
Enhancers regulate designated promoters over distances by
long-range DNA interactions, or chromatin loops. Long-range
chromatin interactions have been observed by chromosome
conformation capture (3C) (Dekker et al., 2002) and derivative
methods including 4C (Simonis et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2006),
5C (Dostie et al., 2006), and Hi-C (Lieberman-Aiden et al.,
2009), as well as fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) (Osborne et al., 2004). However, these methods are either limited
to pre-defined chromatin domains or of low resolution and lacking functional details. For large-scale, de novo analysis of chromatin interactions, the ChIA-PET (chromatin interaction analysis
by paired-end tag sequencing) approach has been developed
(Fullwood et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012). While this method provides
unprecedented insight into the principles of 3D genomic architectures, the reliance on specific target proteins and antibodies
limits its application in studying a single genomic locus.
To overcome these limitations, we sought to combine chromatin interaction assays with the high-affinity dCas9 capture to
unbiasedly identify single genomic locus-associated long-range
interactions (CAPTURE-3C-seq; Figure 5A). Specifically, upon
co-expression of dCas9 and sgRNAs, long-range chromatin interactions were cross-linked, followed by DpnII digestion and
proximity ligation of distant DNA fragments. After fragmentation,
locus-specific interactions were captured by dCas9 and
analyzed by pair-end sequencing to identify the tethered longrange interactions. Of note, this approach does not involve any
pre-selection steps such as PCR-based amplification (Simonis
et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2006) or oligonucleotide-based capture
(Hughes et al., 2014), and all interactions brought together by
dCas9-tethered DNA were captured in a single experiment.
CAPTURE-3C-Seq of Locus-Specific DNA Interactions
at b-Globin Cluster
Using this approach, we first identified long-range interactions at
b-globin LCR by targeting dCas9 to HS3 (Figures 5B and 5C;
Table S1). From 6,074 pair-end tags (PETs), we identified 446
long-range interactions, including 232 (52.0%) intra-chromosomal interactions, 208 (46.6%) interactions within 1 Mb from
HS3, and 126 (28.3%) within the b-globin cluster (Table S5).
To quantitatively analyze interactions, we employed the FDRcontrolled Bayes factor (BF) to identify ‘‘high-confidence interactions’’ (Figures S4A and S4B; Method Details). Notably, the interaction frequencies were significantly higher between HS3 and

the active genes (HBG1 and HBG2) than the repressed gene
(HBB), suggesting that the enhancer-promoter loop formation
correlates with transcriptional activities. By comparing with
CTCF and RNAPII ChIA-PET data (Consortium, 2012; Li et al.,
2012), we identified CTCF- or RNAPII-mediated interactions
and many new interactions (Figure 5B). By comparing the
normalized number and frequency of interactions captured by
CAPTURE-3C-seq, ChIA-PET, and Hi-C, we observed that
CAPTURE-3C-seq displayed the highest percentage of unique
PETs and on-target enrichment (Figure S4C). Compared to 4Cbased approach (Schwartzman et al., 2016), CAPTURE-3Cseq displayed a higher percentage of unique PETs but comparable or slightly lower on-target enrichment (Figure S4C).
We then compared the long-range interactions at the active
(HBG) and repressed (HBB) genes (Figure 5D). CAPTURE-3Cseq of HBG revealed 215 long-range interactions connecting
with most of the b-globin CREs including HS3, HBE1, and
30 HS1. Notably, 164 of 215 (76.3%) interactions were between
the active HBG and HBE1 genes, whereas no interactions
were detected between HBG and the repressed HBB or HBD
gene, suggesting that the active genes are interconnected and
coregulated through long-range DNA interactions. By contrast,
the interactions at HBB were predominantly with the proximal
HBD and 30 HS1.
In CAPTURE-3C-seq, it is critical to rule out that the difference
in the position of sgRNA target sites may cause variations in
capture efficiency. Therefore, we designed sgRNAs with varying
distance to the DpnII site at HS2 or HS3 enhancer (Figure S5A).
Importantly, sgRNAs at various positions consistently showed
higher frequency of DNA interactions at HS3 than the neighboring HS2 enhancer (Figure S5B). Finally, we compared the
interactions captured at discrete b-globin CREs and identified
a high-resolution, locus-specific interaction map (Table S5; Figures 5E and S6). While some interactions were shared, most
were specific to individual elements. Of note, while HS2, HS3,
and HS4 are all required for b-globin gene activation (Fraser
et al., 1993; Morley et al., 1992; Navas et al., 1998), HS2 and
HS4 contained many fewer interactions than HS3 (Figure 5E,
S5, and S6), suggesting that they may cooperate through distinct
regulatory composition.
Identification of De Novo CREs for b-Globin Genes
Through unbiased capture of HS3, we identified several de novo
CREs with unknown roles in globin gene regulation (Figures 5F
and S7A). By CRISPR-mediated knockout (KO) using paired

Figure 5. CAPTURE-3C-Seq Identifies Locus-Specific Long-Range DNA Interactions
(A) Schematic of CAPTURE-3C-seq.
(B) Browser view of the long-range interactions at HS3 (chr11:5,222,500–5,323,700; hg19) is shown. Contact profiles including the density map, interactions (or
loops), and PETs are shown. The statistical significance of interactions was determined by the Bayes factor (BF) and indicated by the color scale bars. ChIA-PET,
DHS, ChIP-seq, RNA-seq, and ChromHMM data are shown.
(C) Circlet plots of the long-range interactions are shown. The numbers of identified inter- (blue lines) and intrachromosomal (purple lines) interactions are shown.
(D) Browser view of the long-range interactions at the active HBG (green shaded lines) and the repressed HBB promoters (red shaded lines) is shown.
(E) The fraction of identified interactions relative to the total PETs at each captured region is shown. Results are mean ± SEM of two or three experiments and
analyzed by a two-sided t test. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001.
(F) KO of de novo CREs impaired the expression of b-globin genes. The log2(fold change) of the mRNA expression in KO versus WT cells are shown. Each circle
denotes an independent single-cell-derived KO clone. A diagram depicting the upstream (UpE1, UpE2, and UpE3) and downstream (DnE1, DnE2, and DnE3)
CREs is shown on the top. Results are mean ± SEM of independent clones and analyzed by a two-sided t test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
See also Figures S4, S5, and S6, and Table S5.
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sgRNAs, we observed that deletion of the UpE3 element located
160 kb upstream of HBE1 led to significant downregulation of
b-globin mRNAs (Figure 5F). Similarly, KO of UpE2 (112 kb)
and UpE1 (36 kb) resulted in significant downregulation of
b-globin genes. By contrast, KO of three downstream elements
(DnE1, DnE2, and DnE3) overlapping with the CTCF-associated
insulator resulted in significant upregulation of the repressed
HBB gene, whereas the expression of HBE1, HBG, GATA1,
and GATA2 remained largely unaffected. The identification of
new b-globin CREs illustrates the presence of additional distal
cis-elements not recapitulated in studies using mouse models
(Hardison et al., 1997; Navas et al., 1998; Peterson et al., 1998).
In Situ CAPTURE of a Disease-Associated CRE
Disease-associated CREs are commonly recognized by correlative chromatin features, yet limited insight has been gained into
their regulatory composition. One example is the 3.5 kb HBG1HBD intergenic region required for the silencing of fetal b-globin
genes (Figure 6A). Genetic mapping studies showed that deletion
of this region in humans, including in hereditary persistence of fetal
hemoglobin 1 (HPFH-1), HFPH-3, and Sri Lankan HPFH patients,
led to reactivation of HBG. By contrast, in patients that retained the
intergenic region, including Macedonian (db)0-thalassemia and
Kurdish b0-thalassemia, HBG silencing was maintained (Sankaran
et al., 2011). While these studies established the HBG1-HBD intergenic region as a critical disease-associated CRE, the underlying
regulatory components remained unclear.
Therefore, we designed three sgRNAs targeting the 3.5 kb
HBG1-HBD intergenic element (HBD-1kb, HBD-1.5kb and
HBD-2kb; Figure S7B). The specificity of the sgRNAs was
confirmed by CAPTURE-ChIP-seq (Figure 6B). By CAPTURE3C-seq, we observed that the HBD-1kb region contained significantly higher frequency of long-range interactions than the
neighboring HBD-1.5kb and HBD-2kb regions (Figure S7B).
These interactions connected HBD-1kb with most b-globin
CREs, including the HS1–HS4 enhancers, b-globin genes, and
insulators (Figures 6C and 6D). Notably, KO of HBD-1kb in
K562 cells resulted in upregulation of HBE1 and HBG, whereas
HBB was largely unaffected (Figure 6E). HBD-1kb KO also led
to marked decreases in chromatin accessibility at the HBG
and HBD promoters; HS1, HS2, and HS4 enhancers; and

30 HS1 (Figure 6F). Furthermore, by CAPTURE-3C-seq, we
observed significant changes in the frequency of long-range
interactions at several CREs (Figure 6F), suggesting that the
HBG1-HBD intergenic region is required for the proper chromatin configuration and the expression of b-globin genes.
By CAPTURE-Proteomics of the HBG1-HBD intergenic
region, we identified components of the SWI/SNF and NuRD
complexes, transcriptional co-activators (EP400, KDM3B,
and ASH2L), co-repressors (RCOR1, TBL1XR1, LRIF1, and
TRIM28/KAP1), cohesin (SMC3), nucleoporins (NUP153 and
NUP214) and TFs (GATA1 and STAT1) (Figure 6G; Table S4).
The identification of the SWI/SNF and cohesin proteins is consistent with their function in regulating chromatin looping (Kagey
et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2009b). The presence of co-activators
and co-repressors may be related to the interactions with both
active and repressed b-globin genes (Figure 6C). Notably,
most of the HBD-1kb-associated proteins were not identified
at the neighboring HBD-1.5kb or HBD-2kb region (Figure S7C).
Together, our studies support a refined model for the spatial
organization of the b-globin CREs (Figure 6H). The b-globin
genes are coordinately regulated in an insulated neighborhood
between HS5 and 30 HS1. The HBG1-HBD intergenic region
functions as a major interaction hub linking enhancers and insulators to establish two subdomains: an embryonic/fetal subdomain containing HBE1, HBG1, and HBG2 genes and an adult
subdomain containing HBD and HBB. HS2 and other LCR
enhancers cooperate with associated regulators to activate
the embryonic/fetal or adult genes in a developmental-stagespecific manner. Thus, our in-depth analyses of locus-specific
interactions at the b-globin cluster by in situ CAPTURE not
only reveal new spatial features for the composition-based
hierarchical control of a lineage-specific enhancer cluster but
also establish new approaches for molecular dissection of disease-associated CREs.
In Situ CAPTURE of Developmentally Regulated SEs
To demonstrate the utility of CAPTURE across cell models, we
analyzed lineage-specific SEs during mouse ESC differentiation.
We generated a site-specific knockin allele containing FBdCas9-EGFP and BirA through FLPe-mediated recombination (Beard et al., 2006) (Figure 7A). After confirming the

Figure 6. Biotinylated dCas9-Mediated In Situ Capture of a Disease-Associated CRE
(A) Schematic of the 3.5 kb intergenic element (chr11:5,255,859–5,259,368; hg19) along with the deletions mapped in prior studies.
(B) Genome-wide specificity of sgHBD-1kb was measured by CAPTURE-ChIP-seq. N = 2 and 4 experiments for sgHBD-1kb and sgGal4.
(C) Browser view of the long-range interactions at HBD-1kb (red shaded lines) is shown.
(D) Circlet plot of the long-range interactions at HBD-1kb is shown.
(E) HBD-1kb KO impaired the expression of b-globin genes. Results are mean ± SEM of independent KO clones and analyzed by a two-sided t test. *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01.
(F) HBD-1kb KO led to altered chromatin accessibility and long-range interactions. Results from three ATAC-seq experiments in WT or KO cells are shown.
Regions showing increased or decreased ATAC-seq signals in KO relative to WT cells (KO-WT) are depicted in green and red, respectively. HS3- or
30 HS1-mediated long-range interactions were determined by CAPTURE-3C-seq.
(G) CAPTURE-Proteomics identified HBD-1kb-associated proteins. Volcano plot is shown for the iTRAQ proteomics of purifications in sgHBD-1kb versus
sgGal4-expressing cells.
(H) The model of composition-based organization of the b-globin cluster. Top: A previously described model depicting an active chromatin hub (ACH) formed
through spatial organization of b-globin CREs (Palstra et al., 2003; Tolhuis et al., 2002). Middle: Two-dimensional representation of the long-range DNA
interactions (purple lines) identified at HS3 and the HBG1-HBD intergenic CREs (yellow square) by CAPTURE. Bottom: A refined model depicting the
composition-based spatial and hierarchical organization of the b-globin CREs.
See also Figure S7 and Tables S4 and S5.
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Figure 7. Multiplexed CAPTURE of Developmentally Regulated SEs during Differentiation
(A) Schematic of site-specific knockin of tetracycline-inducible FB-dCas9-EGFP and BirA.
(B) Dox-inducible expression of dCas9 and BirA proteins was confirmed by western blot in two independent knockin ESC lines.
(C) Schematic of multiplexed CAPTURE of ESC-specific SEs in ESCs and EBs.
(D) Differentiated EBs were characterized by downregulation of ESC-associated genes (Oct4, Sox2, Esrrb, and Utf1) and upregulation of differentiation-associated genes (Vim, Gata4, and Gata6). Results are mean ± SEM of 3 or 4 experiments and analyzed by a two-sided t test. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
(E) Browser view of SE-associated long-range interactions captured by CAPTURE-3C-seq in ESCs and EBs. Regions showing increased or decreased ATAC-seq
or H3K27ac ChIP-seq signals in EBs relative to ESCs (EB-ESC) are depicted in red and blue, respectively. Red bars denote the annotated SEs. Dashed lines
denote the alternative TSS of transcript variants for Oct4 (Pou5f1) and Esrrb.
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doxycycline (Dox)-inducible expression of dCas9 and BirA proteins (Figure 7B), ESCs were differentiated to embryoid bodies
(EBs). We designed multiplexed sgRNAs targeting four ESCspecific SEs (Oct4, Sox2, Esrrb, and Utf1; Figure 7C). Upon
differentiation, the expression of the SE-linked genes was significantly downregulated (Figure 7D). We then analyzed SE-associated long-range interactions and chromatin features (Figure 7E).
Strikingly, in situ CAPTURE of distinct SEs revealed frequent
long-range interactions between SEs and their gene targets
in ESCs, whereas the interactions were significantly less or absent in EBs. More importantly, the significant changes in SEmediated long-range interactions, together with minimal or no
changes in chromatin accessibility or H3K27ac, demonstrate
that the loss of enhancer-promoter contacts precedes changes
in chromatin landscape during differentiation. These findings
support a model in which enhancer-promoter loop formation
causally underlies gene activation (Deng et al., 2012; Deng
et al., 2014). Many long-range interactions were between
different SEs (Sox2 and Esrrb; Figure 7E) or between SEs and
promoters of transcript variants (Oct4 and Esrrb). Furthermore,
while most long-range interactions were absent or weakened
in EBs, some were maintained, indicating a dynamic and
hierarchal regulation of SE interactions in response to cellular
differentiation. Taken together, our studies demonstrate that
the CAPTURE approaches work effectively in human cells and
transgenic mouse ESCs, raising the prospect of using biotinylated dCas9 in purification of CRE-associated chromatin
interactions across cellular conditions in situ and in developing
tissues in vivo.
DISCUSSION
In Situ CAPTURE of Locus-Specific Interactions
Current technologies in studying chromatin structure rely
on 3D genome-mapping approaches. The basic principle is
nuclear proximity ligation that allows detection of distant interacting DNA tethered together by higher-order architectures.
ChIA-PET was designed to detect genome-wide chromatin
interactions mediated by specific protein factors. Hi-C was
developed to capture all chromatin contacts, particularly
large-scale structures including the topologically associated
domains (TADs) (Dixon et al., 2012); however, it lacked the
level of resolution required for locus-specific interactions as
well as the information of the trans-acting factors mediating
such interactions. Hence, the CAPTURE method provides a
complementary approach for high-resolution, unbiased analysis of locus-specific proteome and 3D interactome that is
not dependent on predefined proteins, available reagents, or
a priori knowledge of the target loci. The CAPTURE approach
has several unique features, including the ability to specifically
detect macromolecules at an endogenous locus with minimal
off targets, to identify combinatorial protein-DNA interactions, and to dissect the disease-associated or developmentally regulated cis-elements.
Important Considerations for In Situ CAPTURE
For selective capture of locus-specific chromatin interactions,
the following parameters need to be carefully evaluated. First,
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the sgRNA target sequences should locate in close proximity
to the captured element to maximize the capture efficiency,
but not overlap with TF binding sites to avoid interference with
protein-DNA interactions. Second, the on-target enrichment
and genome-wide specificity by independent sgRNAs should
be evaluated to minimize off targets. Third, the study of locusspecific proteome requires the identification of non-specific proteins in control cells for quantitative and statistical analysis.
Fourth, the analysis of CRE-mediated long-range DNA interactions requires the design of sgRNAs in close proximity to DpnII
sites. Finally, the use of multiplexed sgRNAs targeting multiple
CREs at the same enhancer or multiple enhancers helps distinguish consistent interactions from rare interactions of individual
sgRNAs; however, the selection of multiplexed sgRNAs requires
comparable on-target enrichment for each sgRNA to minimize
variation in capture efficiency.
Multiplexed CAPTURE of SE Composition
Intensively marked clusters of enhancers or SEs have been
described, yet the underlying principles of enhancer clustering
remained unclear. Here, we focus on an erythroid-specific
SE, or LCR, controlling the expression of b-globin genes. The
b-globin LCR consists of five DHS, three of which display
enhancer activities. Specifically, HS2 behaves as a classical
enhancer in reporter assays (Fraser et al., 1993; Morley et al.,
1992), whereas the enhancer activities of HS3 and HS4 can
only be detected in the context of chromatin (Hardison et al.,
1997; Navas et al., 1998). By in situ capture of b-globin
CREs, our studies uncover distinguishing features in the regulatory composition of SE constituents. Importantly, the HBG
and HBB promoters shared many interacting proteins and
clustered closely, whereas the HS1, HS3, and HS4 enhancers
clustered to form a distinct subdomain. HS2 shared interacting
proteins with both subdomains. Furthermore, HS3 contains
significantly more long-range interactions than the nearby enhancers. Hence, our results support a model for the hierarchical
organization of the b-globin LCR, in which HS2 functions as a
conventional enhancer by providing binding sites for transacting factors, whereas HS3 mediates long-range chromatin
looping. Hence, the SE constituents cooperate through distinct
regulatory composition to function within the same SE cluster.
These findings also help explain the distinct requirement of HS2
and HS3 for the transgenic versus endogenous b-globin gene
expression. Thus, the CAPTURE approach provides a platform
for the systematic dissection of SE constituents and the
underlying formative composition controlling enhancer structure-function.
Finally, the CAPTURE system can be adapted for multiplexed
analysis of multiple CREs at the same enhancer or multiple enhancers, thus allowing for high-throughput capture of locus-specific interactions. High-resolution, multiplexed analysis of chromatin interactions at developmentally regulated enhancers
provides evidence for the causality of chromatin looping and
enhancer activities. Conversely, unbiased analysis of promoter-associated interactions will help identify the complete
set of constitutive or tissue-specific distal CREs, thus allowing
for comprehensive analysis of regulatory CREs of any gene.
The vast majority of disease-associated variants reside within

non-coding elements and exert effects through long-range
regulation of gene expression. The unbiased analysis of chromatin-templated hierarchical events will help define the underlying regulatory principles, thus advancing our mechanistic
understanding of the non-coding genome in human disease.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Cells and Cell Culture
Human female K562 cells were obtained from ATCC and cultured in IMDM medium containing 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. pEF1a-FB-dCas9 and pEF1a-BirA-V5 vectors were co-transfected into K562 cells by nucleofection using the ECM 830
Square Wave Electroporation System (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA). Cells were plated in 96-well plates and treated with
1 mg/ml of puromycin (Sigma) and 600 mg/ml of G418 (Sigma) 48-72 h post-transfection. Single-cell-derived clones were isolated
and examined by western blot analysis to screen for FB-dCas9 and BirA-expressing stable clones. Human primary adult erythroid
progenitor cells were generated ex vivo from CD34+ HSPCs as previously described (Huang et al., 2016). Primary HSPCs from both
sexes were used in this study. For inhibition of BRD4, K562 or primary human erythroid progenitor cells were treated with the
vehicle control (DMSO), JQ1 (0.25 mM or 1 mM) for 2 or 6 h before harvesting for ChIP-seq or qRT-PCR analyses. Mouse male embryonic stem cells (ESCs) were cultured on primary embryonic fibroblasts and differentiated to embryoid bodies (EBs) by LIF withdrawal for 8 days. All cultures were incubated at 37 C in 5% CO2. All cell lines were tested for mycoplasma contamination. No cell
lines used in this study were found in the database of commonly misidentified cell lines that is maintained by ICLAC and NCBI
BioSample.
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METHOD DETAILS
sgRNA Cloning and Transduction
Single guide RNAs (sgRNAs) for site-specific targeting of genomic regions were designed to minimize off-target cleavage based on
publicly available filtering tools (http://crispr.genome-engineering.org/crispr/). To minimize potential interference between dCas9
and trans-acting factors, sgRNAs were designed to target the proximity of cis-elements. We also adapted an optimized sgRNA
design by including the A-U pair flip and a 5bp extension of the hairpin as previously described (Chen et al., 2013). The sgRNAs
were cloned into the lentiviral U6-driven expression vector by amplifying the insertions using a common reverse primer and unique
forward primers containing the protospacer sequence, as previously described (Chen et al., 2013). Briefly, the forward primers were
mixed with equal amount of reverse primer to PCR amplify sgRNA fragments using pSLQ1651 vector as the template. The PCR amplicon and the sgRNA vector containing a mCherry reporter gene were digested by restriction enzymes BstXI and XhoI for 3 h. The
digested DNA were then purified, and ligated to the digested sgRNA vector using T4 DNA ligase. Insertion of sgRNA was validated by
Sanger sequencing. Lentiviruses containing sgRNAs were packaged in HEK293T cells as previously described (Huang et al., 2016).
Briefly, 2 mg of pD8.9, 1 mg of VSV-G and 3 mg sgRNA vectors were co-transfected into HEK293T cells seeded in 10 cm Petri dish.
Lentiviruses were harvested from the supernatant 48-72 h post-transfection. FB-dCas9 and BirA-expressing K562 stable cells were
then transduced with sgRNA-expressing lentiviruses in 6-well plates. To maximize sgRNA expression, the top 1% of mCherry-positive cells were FACS sorted 48 h post-transfection. The sequences for all sgRNAs used in this study are listed in Table S2.
CAPTURE-ChIP-seq
Streptavidin Affinity Purification of dCas9-Captured DNA and Sequencing
1 3 107 FB-dCas9/BirA-expressing K562 stable cells transduced with sequence-specific or non-targeting sgRNAs were harvested,
cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde for 10 min, and quenched with 0.125 M glycine for 5 min. Cells were lysed in 1 mL RIPA buffer
(10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, pH 8.0), and rotated for 15 min at 4 C. Cell
lysates were centrifuged at 2,300 x g for 5 min at 4 C to isolate the nuclei. Nuclei were suspended in 500 mL of 0.5% SDS lysis buffer
(0.5% SDS, 10 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) and subjected for sonication to shear chromatin fragments to an average size
between 200bp and 500bp on the Branson Sonifier 450 ultrasonic processor (20% amplitude, 0.5 s on 1 s off for 30 s). Fragmented
chromatin was centrifuged at 16,100 x g for 10 min at 4 C. 450 mL of supernatant was transferred to a new Eppendorf tube and added
final concentration 300 mM NaCl. Supernatant was then incubated with 10 mL of MyOne Streptavidin T1 Dynabeads (Thermo-Fisher
Scientific) at 4 C overnight. After overnight incubation, Dynabeads were washed twice with 1 mL of 2% SDS, twice with 1 mL of RIPA
buffer with 0.5 M NaCl, twice with 1 mL of LiCl buffer (250 mM LiCl, 0.5% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1 mM EDTA and 10 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 8.0), and twice with 1 mL of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0). The chromatin was eluted in SDS elution
buffer (1% SDS, 10 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) followed by reverse cross-linking at 65 C overnight. The ChIP DNA was
treated with RNase A (5 mg/ml) and protease K (0.2 mg/ml) at 37 C for 30 min, and purified using QIAquick Spin columns (QIAGEN).
1 ng of ChIP DNA was processed for library generation using the NEBNext ChIP-seq Library Prep Master Mix (New England Biolabs
or NEB) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Libraries were pooled and sequenced on an Illumina Nextseq500 system using the
75bp high output sequencing kit.
CAPTURE-ChIP-seq Data Analysis
ChIP-seq raw reads were aligned to human (hg19) or mouse (mm9) genome assembly using Bowtie1 (Langmead et al., 2009) with
default parameters. The first 10 nucleotides and the last 3 nucleotides from each read were excluded from alignment. For all ChIP-seq
samples except sgHBG, only reads that can be uniquely mapped to the genome were used for further analysis. For sgHBG samples,
since the sequences of HBG1 and HBG2 genes are highly similar, we kept reads with two alignments. MACS was applied to each
sample to perform peak calling using the ‘‘–nomodel’’ parameter (Zhang et al., 2008). Peaks that overlap with the blacklist regions
annotated by the ENCODE project (Consortium, 2012), the repeat masked region (chr2:33,141,250-33,142,690; hg19), or the validated non-targeting control sgRNA (sgGal4) enriched regions (chr6:119,558,373-119,558,873, chr17:42,074,844-42,075,323,
chr21:15,457,141-15,457,641, chr20:26,188,800-26,190,400, chr17:42,074,844-42,075,323 and chr11:192,110-192,410; hg19)
were removed. To compare ChIP-seq signal intensities in samples prepared from cells expressing the target-specific sgRNAs versus
the non-targeting sgGal4, MAnorm (Shao et al., 2012) was applied to remove systematic bias between samples and then calculate
the normalized ChIP-seq read densities of each peak for all samples. The window size was 300bp which matched the average width
of the identified ChIP-seq peaks.
CAPTURE-ChIP-qPCR
For CAPTURE-ChIP-qPCR analysis, 0.5 to 1 3 107 FB-dCas9/BirA K562 stable cells transduced with sgTelomere were used. The
captured DNA was isolated using the protocol described for CAPTURE-ChIP-seq except was analyzed by quantitative PCR
(qPCR). For input samples, 80 ml of SDS elution buffer was added into 20 ml of the sheared chromatin. The samples were incubated
at 65 C overnight to reverse cross-linking. DNA fragments were purified with the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit and eluted with 100 mL
of EB buffer. Primers targeting human telomere sequences or a single copy gene 34B11 as a control were used for qPCR analysis.
Primer sequences are listed in Table S2.
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CAPTURE-Proteomics
We performed multiplexed isobaric tag for relative and absolute quantitation (iTRAQ)-based quantitative proteomic analysis of the
isolated protein complexes. Briefly, the trypsin-digested peptides were labeled with 4-plex iTRAQ reagents (AB Sciex). After labeling,
all peptides were mixed and loaded into an online three dimensional chromatography platform for in-depth proteome quantification
as previously described (Zhou et al., 2013) with the following modifications. First, we performed in-solution, on-bead digestion of the
purified samples to minimize sample loss associated with gel-based protocols. Second, we used the high-pH reversed phase (RP)
and strong anion exchange separation stages coupled with a narrow-bore low-pH RP analytical column to achieve extreme
separation of peptides in a nanoflow regime. Third, we chose the final dimension column geometry to maintain the integrity of chromatographic separation at ultra-low effluent flow rates to maximize electrospray ionization efficiency. Finally, we implemented all
separation stages in microcapillary format coupled to the spectrometer, thus providing automated, efficient capture and transfer
of peptides.
dCas9 Affinity Purification
0.25 to 1 3 109 FB-dCas9/BirA K562 stable cells transduced with sequence-specific sgRNAs or non-targeting sgRNA (sgGal4) were
harvested, cross-linked with 2% formaldehyde for 10 min, and quenched with 0.25 M glycine for 5 min. Cells were washed twice with
PBS, lysed with 10 mL of cell lysis buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, 85 mM KCl, 0.1% Triton X-100, pH 7.4, freshly added 1 mM DTT and 1:200
proteinase inhibitor cocktail (Sigma)), and rotated for 15 min at 4 C. Cell lysates were centrifuged at 2,300 x g for 5 min at 4 C to
isolate the nuclei. The nuclei were resuspended in 5 mL nuclear lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM EDTA, 4% SDS, pH 7.4, freshly
added 1 mM DTT and 1:200 proteinase inhibitor cocktail) and incubated for 10 min at room temperature. Nuclei suspension was then
mixed with 15 mL of 8 M urea buffer and centrifuged at 16,100 x g for 25 min at room temperature. Nuclei pellets were then resuspended in 5 mL nuclear lysis buffer and mixed with 15 mL of 8 M urea buffer, and centrifuged at 16,100 x g for 25 min at room temperature. The samples were washed twice more in 5 mL nuclear lysis buffer and mixed with 15 mL of 8 M urea buffer, followed by
centrifugation at 16,100 x g for 25 min at room temperature. Pelleted chromatin was then washed twice with 5 mL cell lysis buffer.
Chromatin pellet was resuspended in 5 mL of IP binding buffer without NaCl (20 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% NP-40, 10% glycerol, pH 7.5, freshly added proteinase inhibitor) and aliquoted into Eppendorf tubes. Chromatin suspension was then subjected to
sonication to an average size 500bp on the Branson Sonifier 450 ultrasonic processor (10% amplitude, 0.5 s on 1 s off for
1 min). Fragmented chromatin was centrifuged at 16,100 x g for 25 min at 4 C. Supernatant was combined and final concentration
150 mM NaCl was added to the sheared chromatin. To prepare the streptavidin beads for affinity purification, 250 mL to 1 mL of streptavidin agarose slurry (Life Technologies) was washed 3 times in 1 mL of IP binding buffer and added to soluble chromatin. After overnight incubation at 4 C, streptavidin beads were collected by centrifugation at 800 x g for 3 min at 4 C. The beads were then washed
5 times with 1 mL of IP binding buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% NP-40, 10% glycerol, 150300 mM NaCl, pH 7.5, freshly
added proteinase inhibitor) and resuspended in 100 mL of 1 x XT sample loading buffer (Bio-Rad) containing 1.25% 2-mercaptoethanol followed by incubation at 100 C for 20 min. The proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by western blot.
In-Solution Digestion and Peptide Isolation
To improve the sensitivity and minimize sample loss associated with in-gel digestion, we performed in-solution on-beads trypsin
digestion. Briefly, after overnight incubation of streptavidin beads with chromatin, the beads were washed 5 times with detergentfree IP binding buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, pH 7.5). The beads were resuspended in
500 mL of 0.5 M Tris (pH 8.5) and incubated with final concentration 20 mM TCEP (tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine, Sigma, made freshly
as 0.5M stock in 2M NaOH) at room temperature for 1 hour. The beads were then mixed with 4 mL of MMTS (S-Methyl methanethiosulfonate, Sigma) and incubated for 20 min at room temperature. The beads suspension was then digested with 20 mg of Trypsin
(Promega) at 37 C overnight. After trypsin digestion, the beads were loaded to the cellulose acetate filter spin cup (0.45 mm pore
size, Pierce) and centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 2 min at room temperature to collect flow-through containing peptides. The peptide
solution was mixed with final concentration 3 M NaCl and boiled at 95 C for 1 hour to reverse formaldehyde cross-linking. Digested
peptides were dried using a SpeedVac (Thermo-Fisher Scientific), reconstituted in 200 mL of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and
loaded onto a pre-equilibrated Oasis HLB elute plate (Waters Corporation). After discarding the flow-through, the columns were
washed with 800 mL of 0.1% TFA, followed by another wash with 200 mL of ddH2O. The desalted peptides were then eluted with
50 mL of 70% acetonitrile and labeled with multiplexed isobaric tags using the iTRAQ Reagents-4Plex Multiplex Kit (SCIEX) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol.
Multi-Dimension Separation and Data Acquisition
Nanoscale three dimensional online chromatography platform consists of first dimension reversed phase (RP) column (100 mm I.D.
capillary packed with 10 cm of 5 mm dia. XBridge (Waters Corp., Milford, MA) C18 resin), second dimension strong anion exchange
(SAX) column (100 mm I.D. 10 cm of 10mm dia. POROS10HQ (AB Sciex, Foster City, CA) resin) and third dimension reversed phase
column (15 mm I.D. 50 cm of 3 mm dia. Monitor C18 (Column Engineering, Ontario, CA), integrated 1 mm dia. emitter tip). The final
dimension ran at 1-2 nL/min with a 280 min gradient from 2% B to 50% B (A = 0.1% formic acid, B = acetonitrile with 0.1% formic
acid). The downstream TripleTOF 5600+ (AB Sciex, Foster City, CA) was set in data-dependent acquisition (DDA) mode for data
acquisition. Top 50 precursors (charge state +2 to +4, > 70 counts) in each MS scan (800 ms, scan range 550-1500 m/z) were subjected to MS/MS (maximum time 250 ms, scan range 100-1400 m/z). Electrospray voltage was 2.4 kV.
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Data Processing and Protein Quantification
The mass spectrometry data was subjected to search against SwissProt database (downloaded on 10/02/2016) with ProteinPilot
V4.5 (AB Sciex, Framingham, MA). Official HGNC Gene Symbols were included in the database. The search parameter was set to
‘‘iTRAQ 4-plex (peptides labeling) with 5600 TripleTOF.’’ In this study, we also removed peptides that can be assigned to more
than one gene. The peptide spectra match (PSM) false discovery rate (FDR) was used to filter the peptides identified for further analysis. Specifically, FDR is the statistical model used to evaluate the confidence level of peptide identification based on the wellestablished target-decoy search strategy (Elias and Gygi, 2007). The target-decoy search strategy requires repeated search using
identical parameters against a ‘decoy’ database in which the target sequences have been reversed or randomized. The number of
matches found in ‘decoy’ database is used as an estimate of the number of false positives (FP) that are present in the ‘target’ database. The number of true positive (TP) matches in the ‘target’ database and the number of FP matches in the ‘decoy’ database are
then used to calculate the False Discovery Rate (FDR) = FP / (FP + TP). Only those peptides with scores at or below a PSM FDR
threshold of 1% were kept for data analysis. After that, we summed the intensity of each iTRAQ reporter ion for the peptides that
can only be assigned to single gene to generate the iTRAQ intensity value for each gene. We then removed genes with weak quantification signal (total signal intensity of iTRAQ reporter ions % 50). To compare between independent experiments and individual
samples, the ion intensity of iTRAQ mass spectrometry signal was normalized based on the cumulative intensity of the high-confidence non-specific proteins (Figure S2B) identified from four control cell lines expressing the non-targeting sgRNAs (sgGal4) and/or
dCas9 and the bait protein (dCas9). Specifically, for each individual target-specific sgRNA and the corresponding control samples,
the log2 ratios of iTRAQ reporter ion intensities of all detected non-specific proteins were plotted against the average intensities between two profiles. Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to the plot to not only rescale the average log2 ratios of these
proteins to zero, but also minimize the total variation of observed log2 ratios. Then the principal components were applied to the log2
ratios and the average intensities of all detected proteins, and the projection of their log2 ratios to the second principal component
was taken as the normalized log2 ratios of iTRAQ intensities between two profiles. After the global normalization of each sample, the
ratios of the iTRAQ reporter ion intensity for each protein in target-specific sgRNA samples relative to the non-targeting sgGal4 sample were collected across replicate experiments. Only proteins detected in at least 3 replicates (at least 2 replicates for sgHBD-1.5kb
and sgHBD-2kb) were subjected to statistical analysis, in which a P value was calculated to measure the statistical significance of the
log2 iTRAQ ratios of each identified protein in the replicate experiments by t test. After removing the non-specific proteins identified
from control experiments, the iTRAQ ratio and P value for the remaining proteins were calculated in each replicate experiment. To
determine the ratio and P value cutoffs used to identify significantly enriched locus-specific proteins, we surveyed the distribution
of the ‘‘high-confidence non-specific proteins’’ in all proteomic experiments, and observed that 78.3% and 79.8% of the ‘high-confidence non-specific proteins’ displayed iTRAQ ratio less than 1.5-fold and P value more than 0.05 (Figure S2C). Based on these analyses, a protein was considered to be significantly enriched if the iTRAQ ratio R 1.5 and P value % 0.05 in samples prepared from
cells expressing sequence-specific sgRNAs versus the non-targeting sgGal4 control.
Connectivity Network Analysis
The connectivity network was built by Gephi (version 0.9.1) using all interactions between the dCas9-captured locus-specific proteins and the b-globin CREs (HBG and HBB promoters, and HS1-HS4 enhancers). Colored nodes represent proteins significantly
enriched at single or multiple promoter and/or enhancer regions. Size of the circles represents the frequency of interactions.
CAPTURE-3C-seq
3C Library Preparation and Sequencing
1 to 5 3 107 cells were cross-linked with 2 mM EGS (ethylene glycol bis(succinimidyl succinate)) (Thermo-Fisher Scientific) for 45 min
and 1% formaldehyde for 15 min at room temperature. Cross-linking was quenched with 0.25 mM of glycine for 10 min at room
temperature, followed by two washes with PBS. Cells were resuspended in ice-cold 1 mL of RIPA buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM
EDTA, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, pH 8.0, freshly added 1 mM DTT, and 1:200 proteinase inhibitor
cocktail) and rotated for 15 min at 4 C. Cell lysates were centrifuged at 2,300 x g for 5 min at 4 C to isolate the nuclei. Nuclei
were then resuspended in 500 mL of 1.2 x NEBuffer DpnII buffer containing 0.25% SDS and incubated for 10 min at 65 C, followed
by 1 h incubation after adding 100 mL of 10% Triton X-100 (final concentration 1.67%). Nuclei were digested using 300 U of DpnII
(NEB) on a Thermomixer (Eppendorf) overnight at 37 C. DpnII digestion was quenched by adding 44 mL of 20% SDS (final concentration 1.6%) and vortexed for 20 min at 65 C. The digested nuclei were diluted with 2.041 mL of 1.5 x T4 ligation buffer (300 mL of 10 x
NEB T4 ligase buffer, 1.741 mL of ddH2O, freshly added 1:200 proteinase inhibitor cocktail). SDS was sequestered by adding 700 mL
of 10% Triton X-100 and incubating at 37 C for 1 h at 400 RPM. Nuclei were then ligated overnight by adding 15 mL of NEB T4 DNA
ligase (final concentration 30 weiss U/ml) with rotation overnight at 16 C. The nuclei were collected by centrifuge at 2,300 g for 5 min
at 4 C, and resuspended in 500 mL 0.5% SDS lysis buffer (0.5% SDS, 10 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) followed by sonication to
shear chromatin fragments to an average size 500bp on the Branson Sonifier 450 ultrasonic processor (10% amplitude, 0.5 s on 1 s
off for 30 s). Chromatin fragments were centrifuged at 16,100 x g for 10 min at 4 C. Final concentration 300 mM NaCl was added to
the supernatant followed by incubation with 50 mL of MyOne Streptavidin T1 Dynabeads (Thermo-Fisher Scientific) overnight at 4 C.
After overnight incubation, the Dynabeads were washed twice with 1 mL of 2% SDS, twice with 1 mL of RIPA buffer with 0.5 M NaCl,
twice with 1 mL of LiCl buffer, and twice with 1 mL of TE buffer. The chromatin was resuspended in SDS elution buffer (1% SDS,
10 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 0.2 mg/ml proteinase K) followed by reverse cross-linking and proteinase K digestion at
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65 C overnight. The DNA was purified using QIAquick Spin columns (QIAGEN). 5 ng of CAPTURE-3C DNA was processed for library
generation using the NEBNext ChIP-seq Library Prep Kit (New England Biolabs). Libraries were pooled and 38bp pair-end
sequencing was performed on an Illumina Nextseq500 platform using the 75bp high output sequencing kit. To determine the specificity of CAPTURE-3C-seq, we performed two control experiments: 1) CAPTURE-3C-seq using the non-targeting sgGal4 control,
and 2) CAPTURE-3C-seq using the purified, DpnII-digested genomic DNA (naked gDNA) control. The sgGal4 control was performed
in parallel with other target-specific sgRNAs following the same CAPTURE-3C-seq protocol, whereas the gDNA control was
performed in the absence of dCas9 affinity purification step to determine the probabilities of ligation of any DpnII-digested DNA fragments due to random collision in the ligation reaction.
CAPTURE-3C-seq Data Analysis
To identify significant interactions from sequenced read pairs, we developed a customized data processing pipeline for the mapping
of raw reads and statistical analysis. All sequencing reads were mapped to human (hg19) or mouse (mm9) genome assembly. Raw
reads from all replicate experiments for each sgRNA sample were merged. Pair-end reads were mapped as single-end reads by using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) with the default parameters to avoid the build-in assumption of the relative positioning of
pair-end sequences in the alignment program. Unmapped reads were tested if they contained a DpnII restriction site. The reads with
digestion position were trimmed and the longer fragment with length R 20 bp was collected and remapped. The mapped reads from
both procedures were combined and the reads with low mapping quality were removed by using the cutoff of MAPQ R 30. The
mapped reads from pair-end sequencing were then paired. PCR duplicates were removed by discarding the reads with the same
positions at both paired ends.
The preprocessed read pairs were used to define the interactions at each sgRNA-targeted (or bait) region to other chromosomal
regions. Previous studies of 4C and Capture-C used fixed sizes of sliding window (typically ± 1 kb of targeted sites) to define the
interacting regions (Hughes et al., 2014; van de Werken et al., 2012). However, the peaks of local read pairs (or self-ligations) are
different from each experiment and skewness of peaks can be observed from the sgRNA-targeted regions. Hence, fixed window
sizes with 2kb would have hard cutoff of bait regions and may lead to inaccurate positioning of bait regions. Therefore, we defined
the bait region as the local peaks surrounding the sgRNA target site by using MACS2 with default parameters (Zhang et al., 2008). The
read pairs located within the bait region were considered as self-ligated reads and filtered. After preprocessing and filtering, the resulting data is a list of count numbers of read pairs from the bait region to any chromosomal regions. A pair of reads that located within
two different regions is considered an interaction. We then applied separate background models to calculate the significance for
intra- and inter-chromosomal interactions.
Intra-chromosomal Model
To understand the statistical significance of enrichment for xd ðiÞ that denotes the interaction numbers from the bait region to the
chromosomal region i with distance d*l, we need to know the bias/noise background of xd ðiÞ. Here d is the indicator of the region
that is with distance of d*l to the bait region, where l is the size of bait region. We used interaction values Xd of any two regions in
the same chromosome as the background (excluding the bait region). We found (1) the means/medians of Xd were decreased
when distances increased; (2) the mean and variance showed proportional relationship revealed by linear regression analysis. To
better fit the underlying observations, we used the Bayesian mixture model to describe the interaction background and presented
multiple models for different distance d. The count of interactions Xd is assumed to have been drawn from a Poisson distribution
with mean ld , which follows a Gamma distribution with parameters ad and bd . e.g Xd  Poissonðld Þ, ld  Gammaðad ; bd Þ, we have
Z N
PrðXd  Poissonðld ÞÞPrðld  Gammaðad ; bd ÞÞdld
PrðXd j ad ; bd Þ =
0

=

badd Gðad + Xd Þ
ðbd + 1Þad + Xd Gðad ÞXd !

We can get Xd follows a negative binomial distribution with parameters ad and ðbd =bd + 1Þ. We used Maximum Likelihood Estimator
(MLE) to estimate the parameters ad and bd . Since negative binomial distribution has a closed form of expected value, we can
achieve a great practical advantage to estimate parameters by using simple mean and variance. Thus, Xd models the random collision frequency between any two chromosomal regions (with distance of d). We can therefore calculate P values by using negative
binomial distribution to reflect the significance of xd ðiÞ as pd ðiÞ = PðXd < xd ðiÞÞ. Specifically, the bigger pd ðiÞ indicates lower possibility
of random collisions that are bigger than xd ðiÞ, suggesting higher confidence of interactions between the bait region and the chromosomal region i. Instead of calculating P values, we used the Bayes factor (BF) to compare the hypothesis H0 that specific interactions have occurred between the bait region and a given chromosomal region (PrðH0 j xd ðiÞÞ = PðXd < xd ðiÞÞ, e.g., the probability
that random collisions are less than observed interaction xd ðiÞ), against the alternative hypothesis H1, representing no interactions
between them. The BF is defined as BF = Prðxd ðiÞjH0 Þ=Prðxd ðiÞjH1 Þ = PrðH0 j xd ðiÞÞ=PrðH1 j xd ðiÞÞPrðH1 Þ=PrðH0 Þ, a strength measure for comparing two hypotheses, which provides a natural way to consider the uncertainty in hypothesis testing and controlling
false discovery rate (FDR). Here, the prior odds ðPrðH1 Þ=PrðH0 ÞÞ were assigned as 0.001, indicating that random collision bigger than
true interactions is a rare event. According to the scale for BF, 3%BF < 20 is considered ‘positive’ and 20%BF is considered ‘strong’
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evidence of supporting H0 (Kass and Raftery, 1995). Here, we considered paired regions with BF of interactions more than 20 as the
‘high-confidence interactions’. We set up 11 different models for different distance d, including 10 models for paired regions with
distances ranged from 1*l to 10*l and one for paired regions with distances bigger than 10*l, where l is the size of the bait region.
Inter-chromosomal Model
To test the significance of interactions between the bait region to the interacting regions on a different chromosome, we developed
the background model by using the random collisions among inter-chromosomal region pairs (regions located on different chromosomes). Specifically, we first extended the bait region to 1 Mb and split all chromosomes into 1 Mb regions. For a region j of other
chromosomes (excluding chr11), we counted the numbers from the bait region to region j. We randomly selected 1000 regions from
chr11 and counted interactions from them to region j as the background (negative binomial distribution). Similar to the intra-chromosomal model, we also used the Bayes factor (BF) to test if interactions from the bait region and other regions were significant. All
scripts are tested on Linux operating system and available on request.
Comparison of Chromatin Interactions Defined by CAPTURE-3C-seq, 4C, 5C, ChIA-PET and Hi-C
RNAPII and CTCF ChIA-PET (GSM970213 and GSM970216), UMI-4C (GSM2037371), 5C (GSM970500), DNase Hi-C (GSM1370434
and GSM1370436), and in situ Hi-C data (GSM1551618) were downloaded from GEO (Table S1). The raw reads from all samples were
mapped by Bowtie2 using the same parameters as in CAPTURE-3C-seq. The unique read pairs with one end in bait region (PETs)
were collected. We then calculated the normalized PETs of a bait region as ðPETs,109 =Bait Length,Total reads:Þ, which represents
the on-target enrichment as the number of PETs per kilobases of bait region per million mapped reads. The unique PETs were defined
as pair-end sequence tags with distinct genomic locations at one or both sides of the pair-end reads.
CRISPR Imaging of Human Telomeres
CRISPR imaging of human telomeres was performed as described (Chen et al., 2013). Briefly, human MCF7 cells were transduced
with lentiviruses expressing a dCas9-EGFP fusion protein driven by a TRE3G promoter and the Tet-on-3G trans-activator protein.
After confirming the expression of the dCas9-EGFP fusion protein by induction with doxycycline (100 ng/ml), the cells were transduced with lentiviruses expressing the telomere-specific sgRNA (sgTelomere) in an 8-well chambered coverglass. The nuclear location of dCas9-EGFP was determined on a 2-photon fluorescence microscope (Zeiss LSM780 Inverted) with 40x and 60x objective
lens. The images were acquired and analyzed on the ZEN software (Zeiss).
RNA-seq and qRT-PCR Analysis
Total RNA was isolated using RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (QIAGEN) following manufacturer’s protocol. RNA-seq library was prepared
using the Truseq v2 LT Sample Prep Kit (Illumina) or the Ovation RNA-seq system (NuGEN). Sequencing reads from all RNA-seq
experiments were aligned to human (hg19) reference genome by TopHat v2.0.13 (Trapnell et al., 2009) with the parameters:–
solexaquals–no-novel-juncs. Quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed using the iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad). Primer
sequences are listed in Table S2.
ChIP-seq Analysis
ChIP-seq was performed as described (Huang et al., 2016) using the antibodies for BRD4 (A301-985A, Bethyl, lot: A301-985A-1),
RNAPII (MMS-126R, Covance, lot: D12LF03144) and H3K27ac (ab4729, Abcam) in K562 erythroid cells treated with DMSO (control),
or 1 mM of JQ1 for 6 hours. Antibodies for NUP98 (2598, Cell Signaling Technology, lot:4) or NUP153 (906201, BioLegend,
lot:B215613) were used. Cross-linked K562 chromatin was sonicated in RIPA 0 buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% sodium
deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, 0.25% Sarkosyl, pH 8.0) to 200500 bp. Final concentration 150 mM NaCl was added to
the chromatin and antibody mixture before incubation overnight at 4 C. ChIP-seq libraries were generated using NEBNext ChIP-seq
Library Prep Master Mix following the manufacturer’s protocol (New England Biolabs), and sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq500
system using the 75bp high output sequencing kit. ChIP-seq raw reads were aligned to the hg19 or mm9 genome assembly using
Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009) with the default parameters. Only tags that uniquely mapped to the genome were used for further
analysis. ChIP-seq peaks were identified using MACS (Zhang et al., 2008). Gene ontology (GO) analysis was performed using GREAT
(McLean et al., 2010).
ATAC-seq Analysis
5 3 104 cells were washed twice in PBS and resuspended in 500 mL lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl, 0.1% NP40, pH 7.4). Nuclei were harvested by centrifuge at 500 x g for 10 min at 4 C. Nuclei were suspended in 50 mL of tagmentation mix
(10 mM TAPS (Sigma), 5 mM MgCl, pH 8.0 and 2.5 mL Tn5) and incubated at 37 C for 30 min. Tagmentation reaction was terminated
by incubating nuclei at room temperature for 2 min followed by incubation at 55 C for 7 min after adding 10 mL of 0.2% SDS. Tn5
tranposase-tagged DNA was purified using QIAquick MinElute PCR Purification kit (QIAGEN), amplified using KAPA HiFi Hotstart
PCR Kit (KAPA), and sequenced on an Illumina Nextseq500 system using the 75 bp high output sequencing kit. ATAC-seq raw reads
were trimmed to remove adaptor sequence and aligned to hg19 or mm9 genome assembly using Bowtie2 (Langmead et al., 2009)
with k = 1 and m = 1. Only tags that uniquely mapped to the genome were used for further analysis.
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Flow Cytometry
Human erythroid cell differentiation was analyzed by flow cytometry using FACSCanto. Live cells were identified and gated by exclusion of 7-amino-actinomycin D (7-AAD; BD PharMingen). The cells were analyzed for expression of cell surface receptors with
antibodies specific for CD71 and CD235a conjugated to phycoerythrin (PE) and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), respectively.
Data were analyzed using FlowJo software (Ashland, OR).
Cytospin
Cytospin preparations from cells at various stages of erythroid differentiation were stained with May-Grunwald-Giemsa as described
previously (Xu et al., 2011).
CRISPR/Cas9-Mediated Knockout of Cis-Regulatory Elements
The CRISPR/Cas9 system was used to introduce deletion mutations of the cis-regulatory elements in K562 cells following published
protocols (Cong et al., 2013; Mali et al., 2013). Briefly, sequence-specific sgRNAs for site-specific cleavage of genomic targets were
designed following described guidelines, and sequences were selected to minimize off-target cleavage based on publicly available
filtering tools (http://crispr.mit.edu/). Oligonucleotides were annealed in the following reaction: 10 mM guide sequence oligo, 10 mM
reverse complement oligo, T4 ligation buffer (1X), and 5U of T4 polynucleotide kinase with the cycling parameters of 37 C for 30 min;
95 C for 5 min and then ramp down to 25 C at 5 C/min. The annealed oligos were cloned into the pSpCas9(BB) (pX458) vector
(Addgene #48138) using a Golden Gate Assembly strategy including: 100 ng of circular pX458 plasmid, 0.2 mM annealed oligos,
2.1 buffer (1X) (New England Biolabs), 20 U of BbsI restriction enzyme, 0.2 mM ATP, 0.1 mg/ml BSA, and 750 U of T4 DNA ligase
(New England Biolabs) with the cycling parameters of 20 cycles of 37 C for 5 min, 20 C for 5 min; followed by 80 C incubation
for 20 min. To induce deletions of candidate regulatory DNA regions, two CRISPR/Cas9 constructs were co-transfected into
K562 cells by nucleofection using the ECM 830 Square Wave Electroporation System (Harvard Apparatus). Each construct was
directed to flanking the target genomic regions. To enrich for deletion, the top 1%–5% of GFP-positive cells were FACS sorted
48-72 h post-transfection and plated in 96-well plates. Single-cell-derived clones were isolated and screened for CRISPR-mediated
deletion of target genomic sequences. PCR amplicons were subcloned and analyzed by Sanger DNA sequencing to confirm
non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ)-mediated repair upon double-strand break formation. The positive single-cell-derived clones
containing deletion of the targeted sequences were expanded and processed for analysis.
Generation of Tetracycline-Inducible dCas9 Knockin ESCs
Site-specific knockin of tetracycline-inducible FLAG-biotin-acceptor-site (FB)-tagged dCas9-EGFP and BirA transgenes was generated through flippase (FLPe)-mediated recombination (Beard et al., 2006). Briefly, KH2 mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs) harboring
a targeted M2rtTA tetracycline-responsive trans-activator in the Rosa26 locus and a modified Col1a1 locus with an frt site and ATGless hygromycin resistance gene were used. A targeting construct pBS3.1-FB-dCas9-IRES-BirA containing the PGK promoter, an frt
site, a tetracycline-inducible minimal CMV promoter, the FB-dCas9-EGFP-IRES-BirA transgenes, and an ATG initiation codon was
co-electroporated with the pCAGGS-FLPe-puro into KH2 ESCs at 500V and 25 mF using a Gene Pulser II (Bio-Rad). The cells were
selected with hygromycin (140 mg/ml) after 24 hours. The positive clones were expanded and analyzed by genotyping PCR. The
correctly targeted ESCs were cultured in the absence or presence of doxycycline (0.1-1 mg/ml) for 48 h and harvested for CAPTURE
experiments.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical details including N, mean and statistical significance values are indicated in the text, figure legends, or Method Details.
Error bars in the experiments represent standard error of the mean (SEM) from either independent experiments or independent
samples. All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism, and the detailed information about statistical methods is
specified in figure legends or Methods Details.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
All raw and processed RNA-seq, ChIP-seq, CAPTURE-ChIP-seq, CAPTURE-3C-seq and ATAC-seq data are available in the Gene
Expression Omnibus, GEO: GSE88817.
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Supplemental Figures

(legend on next page)

Figure S1. Genome-wide Enrichment and Specificity of dCas9-Mediated CAPTURE, Related to Figure 2
(A) CAPTURE-ChIP-seq markedly improved the on-target enrichment compared to antibody-based ChIP-seq. A schematic of the comparison at the captured
HS2 enhancer and HBG promoters is shown on the top. The density maps are shown for CAPTURE-ChIP-seq, Cas9 or FLAG antibody-based ChIP-seq,
respectively. The y axis denotes the normalized ChIP-seq intensity as reads per kilobases per million reads (RPKM).
(B) The fractions (%) of sgRNA on-target reads were significantly higher in CAPTURE-ChIP-seq than in Cas9 or FLAG antibody-based ChIP-seq. The fold increases in the % of on-target reads at sgHS2 or sgHBG targeted regions in the top 10, 50 or 100 ChIP-seq peaks in CAPTURE-ChIP-seq versus antibody-based
ChIP-seq are shown.
(C) CAPTURE-ChIP-seq displayed significantly less off-targets compared to antibody-based ChIP-seq. Scatterplots show the genome-wide differential analysis
of dCas9 binding at sgHS2 or sgHBG targeted regions by CAPTURE-ChIP-seq, Cas9 or FLAG antibody-based ChIP-seq. Data points for the sgRNA target
regions and predicted off-targets are shown as green and red, respectively. Other enriched ChIP-seq peaks are shown as gray. The x- and y axis denote the mean
normalized read counts from N = 2 independent CAPTURE-ChIP-seq.
(D) Genome-wide differential analysis of dCas9 binding in cells expressing two or three independent sgRNAs (sg1, sg2 and sg3) for sgHS1, sgHS3, sgHS4, sgHS5
or sgHBB targeted regions. Data points for the sgRNA target regions and the predicted off-targets for each sgRNA are shown as green, red and orange,
respectively. The x- and y axis denote the mean normalized read counts from N = 2 or 3 independent CAPTURE-ChIP-seq.
(E) Genome-wide differential analysis of dCas9 binding in cells expressing sgHS1, sgHS3, sgHS4, sgHS5, sgHBB, or sg30 HS1 versus the non-targeting sgGal4.
Data points for the sgRNA target regions and the predicted off-targets are shown as green and red, respectively. N = 2 to 4 independent ChIP-seq experiments.
(F) Genome-wide differential gene expression analysis was performed using RNA-seq in K562 cells expressing dCas9 with sgHS2, sgHBG, sgHS1-5, the nontargeting sgGal4 or the wild-type (WT) cells. The b-like globin genes are indicated by colored data points. The Pearson correlation coefficient (R) value is
calculated for each comparison (N = 2 or 3 independent RNA-seq experiments).
(G) Expression of b-globin mRNAs remained unchanged in K562 cells expressing biotinylated dCas9 and target-specific or non-targeting sgRNAs. The mRNA
expression of b-globin genes and erythroid regulators (GATA1 and KLF1) was analyzed by qRT-PCR. Results are mean ± SEM of N = 3 independent experiments.

(legend on next page)

Figure S2. CAPTURE-Proteomics Identify CRE-Associated Protein Complexes at the b-Globin Cluster, Related to Figure 3
(A) Schematic of iTRAQ-based CAPTURE-Proteomics. Samples prepared from cells expressing target-specific sgRNAs or sgGal4 were isolated by dCas9 affinity
purification, followed by in-solution trypsin digestion. The resulting peptides were purified and labeled by multiplexed isobaric tags. The iTRAQ-labeled peptides
were mixed, and subjected to multi-dimensional separation and high-resolution MS analysis for peptide identification and quantification.
(B) Identification of the high-confidence non-specific proteins in CAPTURE-Proteomics. Non-specific proteins were identified by streptavidin purification followed by iTRAQ-based proteomic analyses from K562 cells expressing BirA-only (Control1), BirA with dCas9 alone (Control2), BirA with dCas9 and sgGal4
(Control3), and BirA with dCas9 and 8 individual b-globin CRE-targeting sgRNAs in which the b-globin cluster was deleted (Control4, BirA-dCas9-sgAll-GlobinKO). The non-specific proteins from each experiment were defined as the proteins with iTRAQ ion intensity R 100 in at least 2 of 3 replicate experiments. Venn
diagrams show the overlap of the non-specific proteins identified from two or four samples. The ‘high-confidence non-specific proteins’ were defined as the
proteins identified from all four control samples.
(C) The distribution of the high-confidence non-specific proteins in all CAPTURE-Proteomics experiments across iTRAQ ratios (x axis, top) or P values (x axis,
bottom) is shown. Blue bars represent the percentage (%) of non-specific proteins (left y axis) in each category. Boxplots represent of the cumulative % of nonspecific proteins (right y axis). Boxes show median of the data and quartiles. Whiskers show the minimum and maximum of the data.
(D) Schematic of data processing, quantification, and identification of locus-specific proteome. The numbers of the significantly enriched locus-specific proteins
for each captured region are shown. A diagram of the b-globin cluster showing the positions of sgRNAs used for CAPTURE-Proteomics is shown on the top.
(E) CAPTURE-Proteomics identified b-globin CRE-associated proteins. Volcano plots are shown for the CAPTURE-Proteomics in sgHS1, sgHS3 or sgHS4 versus
sgGal4-expressing cells. Relative protein levels in the target-specific sgRNA versus sgGal4 samples are plotted on the x axis as mean log2 iTRAQ ratios across N
replicate experiments. Negative log10 transformed P values are plotted on the y axis. Significantly enriched proteins (p % 0.05; iTRAQ ratio R 1.5) are denoted by
black dots, all others by gray dots. Dotted lines indicate 1.5-fold ratio (x axis) and P value of 0.05 (y axis). Representative locus-specific chromatin-regulating
proteins are denoted by red arrowheads. Representative proteins with iTRAQ ratio R 1.5 and p > 0.05 are denoted by blue arrowheads. The complete lists of
proteins are shown in Table S4.

Figure S3. CAPTURE-Proteomics Identify Candidate Regulators for b-Globin CREs, Related to Figure 3
(A and B) Connectivity network of promoter- or enhancer-associated proteins converged by b-globin CREs. The connectivity was built using interactions (gray
lines) between the identified promoter- or enhancer-associated proteins and b-globin CREs. The promoter- or enhancer-associated proteins were defined as the

(legend continued on next page)

proteins identified to be significantly enriched at any of the captured b-globin promoters (HBG and HBB) or LCR enhancers (HS1-HS4), respectively. Colored
nodes denote proteins significantly enriched at single or multiple CREs. Size of the circles denotes the frequency of interactions. Inset tables show the lists of
representative proteins associated with b-globin promoters (red), enhancers (blue) or both (green).
(C) The chromatin occupancy of BRD4 was validated by ChIP-seq. BRD4 and RNAPII ChIP-seq was performed in K562 cells treated with DMSO or 1 mM of JQ1
for 2 or 6 hours, respectively.
(D) JQ1 treatment led to significant downregulation of b-globin genes but not GATA1 or KLF1 in human primary erythroid cells. Results are mean ± SEM of three
experiments and analyzed by a two-tailed t test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, n.s. not significant.
(E) Erythroid maturation was assessed using the cell surface markers CD71 and CD235a.
(F) Example cytospin of DMSO or JQ1-treated erythroid cells. Scale bars, 20 mm.
(G) Validation of RNAi knockdown by qRT-PCR. Results are mean ± SEM of 1 to 5 shRNAs for each gene in 2 or 3 experiments, and analyzed by a two-sided t test.
(H) Validation of RNAi knockdown of the indicated proteins by western blot analysis in K562 cells.
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Figure S4. Data Analysis Pipelines for CAPTURE-3C-Seq, Related to Figure 5
(A) Data preprocessing pipeline for CAPTURE-3C-seq is shown. The output data files and the processing steps are shown as blue and red boxes, respectively.
(B) Statistical analysis pipeline for CAPTURE-3C-seq is shown.
(C) The comaprison between CAPTURE-ChIP-seq, ChIA-PET (RNAPII and CTCF), UMI-4C, DNase Hi-C (genome-wide or LCR-targeted) and in situ Hi-C is
shown. Compared with RNAPII and CTCF ChIA-PET data in K562 cells (Consortium, 2012; Li et al., 2012), CAPTURE-3C-seq shows significantly higher % of
unique PETs and on-target enrichment as measured by the number of PET interactions per kilobases of bait region per million mapped reads. Compared with
Hi-C data in K562 cells (Ma et al., 2015; Rao et al., 2014), CAPTURE-3C-seq shows comparable or slightly higher % of unique PETs but significantly higher
on-target enrichment. Compared to UMI-4C (Schwartzman et al., 2016), CAPTURE-3C-seq displayed higher % of unique PETs but comparable or slightly lower
on-target enrichment. The unique PETs were defined as pair-end sequence tags with distinct genomic locations at one or both sides of the pair-end reads.
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Figure S5. CAPTURE-3C-Seq of Locus-Specific DNA Interactions by Multiple sgRNAs, Related to Figure 5
(A) Schematic of CAPTURE-3C-seq analysis of HS2 or HS3-mediated long-range DNA interations by four independent sgRNAs at various positions of the
captured region. The distance between sgRNAs and the DpnII sites is shown.
(B) Browser view of the long-range DNA interactions at HS2 or HS3 captured by four independent sgRNAs. Contact profiles compiled from two or three CAPTURE3C-seq experiments for each sgRNA including the density map and interactions (or loops) are shown. The statistical significance of interactions was determined by
the Bayes factor (BF), and is indicated by the darkness of each interaction loop according to the color scale bars. Interactions with BF R 20 were considered highconfidence long-range DNA interactions. The DHS, ChIP-seq (H3K27ac, H3K4me1, H3K4me3, CTCF, and RNAPII), RNA-seq, and ChromHMM data are shown for
comparison. The locations of the LCR (HS1 to HS5) and the 30 HS1 insulator are shown as shaded lines. The TSS for b-globin genes are shown as dashed line.
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Figure S6. CAPTURE-3C-Seq of Locus-Specific DNA Interactions at Multiple b-Globin CREs, Related to Figure 5
Browser view of the long-range DNA interaction profiles at dCas9-captured b-globin CREs is shown (chr11:5,222,500-5,323,700; hg19). Contact profiles
compiled from two or three CAPTURE-3C-seq experiments including the density map and interactions (or loops) are shown. ChIA-PET (Consortium, 2012; Li
et al., 2012), UMI-4C (Schwartzman et al., 2016), 5C (Naumova et al., 2013), DNase Hi-C (Ma et al., 2015), in situ Hi-C (Rao et al., 2014), DHS, ChIP-seq, RNA-seq,
and ChromHMM data are shown for comparison.

Figure S7. CAPTURE-3C-Seq of Locus-Specific DNA Interactions at HS3 and HBD-1kb, Related to Figures 5 and 6
(A) A zoom-out browser view of the long-range DNA interactions at HS3 (chr11:5,214,997-5,449,997; hg19) is shown. Contact profiles compiled from 3 experiments including the density map, interactions (or loops) and pair-end tags (PETs), along with the ChIA-PET, 5C, Hi-C, DHS, ChIP-seq, RNA-seq, and
ChromHMM data are shown for comparison.

(legend continued on next page)

(B) Browser view of the long-range DNA interactions at the HBD-1kb, HBD-1.5kb and HBD-2kb regions (chr11:5,222,500-5,323,700; hg19) is shown. Schematic
of the 3.5kb cis-element along with the deletions mapped in prior studies are shown on the top. A 3.5kb putative cis-element (chr11:5,255,859-5,259,368; hg19)
was defined by the upstream breakpoint of the HPFH-1 deletion and the TSS of HBD. The sgRNAs (HBD-1kb, HBD-1.5kb and HBD-2kb) used for CAPTURE-3Cseq and CAPTURE-Proteomics are indicated by arrowheads.
(C) CAPTURE-Proteomics identified HBD-1.5kb and HBD-2kb-associated proteins. Volcano plots are shown for the iTRAQ-based proteomics of affinity purification in sgHBD-1.5kb or sgHBD-2kb versus sgGal4-expressing cells (N = 3 replicate experiments). The complete lists of identified proteins are shown in
Table S4.

